PTE MS: Meet Your Guardian Angel
Session 3 Transcript of Divine Mother’s Discourse

My Children of Light, I am your very own Divine Mother.
Breathe into your heart and expand the space of your Heart Chakra because today I bring you a very
special dispensation. I will connect your personal heart with the heart of your personal Guardian Angel
and I will build a bridge between the heart of your Guardian Angel and the heart of your Cosmic
Guardian. This Cosmic Guardian is to constantly bestow love upon you, expand your energy field, protect
your energy field and release and remove dross. This Cosmic Guardian Angel is in charge of bringing
health and wholeness to your body, mind, emotions, soul and spirit and open up the pathways for
prosperity and abundance to flow into your lives; money and financial gains to move through your hands
and your being; Sacred Magic and healing to emanate from your body to others and to the Five Elements.
Each of you, as beacons of my own Light, is now receiving a magnification of healing Light – a
magnification of the Light of abundance, magnification of wealth, health, wholeness, prosperity, healing.
Healing Light will flow through you. You will notice that others who come to your presence will come to
a place of calm and peace. You will notice that the turmoil within the hearts of others will settle down in
your presence. They will notice that being in your presence will bring them solace. You will find more
and more people coming to you for resolution, for release of pain, for seeking solace.
On this auspicious occasion I will appoint special guardians other than your personal Guardian Angel and
your Cosmic Guardian Angel. Each set of these Angelic Forces will be in charge of a specific aspect of
your Light, your life, your behavior, and responsible to help you accomplish a specific mission that can
relate to your Divine Contract with me, with other members of your own soul lineage, as well as your
contract for this lifetime. The Divine Contract can span over many lifetimes. Each lifetime you come and
set the pace for the future lifetime to finish the job. It can take a hundred lifetimes or a thousand lifetimes.
Think of it this way . . . for 18 ½ million years Sanat Kumara has been here to rescue Earth. There have
been cycles where energy has come to its zenith and blossomed and bloomed to its perfection and some
event or circumstance has led it to take a nose dive and go down the hill and start all over again. One of
these events was 18 ½ thousand years ago when Earth was at its zenith and a dispensation was sent by the
Karmic Board to send a set of race of beings who were 4th Dimensional but energetically of lower
emotional vibration. That brought the vibration of Earth down to the point where now, Sanat Kumara is
back on Earth energetically and hoping to raise the energy to bring it back in the course of the next few
decades to bring it back to where it was 18 ½ thousand years ago. At that, it’s a great feat.
Everything that we are doing right now in raising the vibration, in anchoring the energies, in clearing the
dross is to help Sanat Kumara the Planetary Logos, the man in charge of this entire planet. Why is it a
man that is in charge of this entire planet? Because when you come into physical form you need the Male
focus. The Female, the mother energy is the Creative Force, the Breath of Life. The Male energy is the
Material Aspect.
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I work directly with Sanat Kumara. He is my son, as much as you are my daughters and sons. I have taken
a physical embodiment, encasing the Creative Force, to come this close to you because I want to help
each of you to become the beacons of Light that help Sanat Kumara anchor the heightened energies and
return the magnificence that was Earth, the magnificence that every human being carried back 18 to 20
thousand years ago. That span was a long span that brought the civilization of Atlantis to its zenith. In
fact, its zenith was approximately 30,000 years ago and it continued in that manner for a long prosperous
period of time, many thousands of years.
Many of these Angelic Forces are beings who were in charge and involved during that time of prosperity
on Earth. They have not been on Earth since then because their job is to bring back prosperity and when
darkness falls upon the planet they withdraw their energy because they don’t want to give more
momentum to darkness. So, prosperity and abundance and the energies that are held within the field of
these Angelic Forces to help prosperity become contagious, become rampant, become the norm, is
withdrawn.
It is my intention that prosperity and abundance, health and wholeness be retrieved and returned into your
hands and your bodies because it is my belief and my knowing that you will be the great beacons of these
qualities. In your hands and your hearts these qualities will blossom and bloom. You will share these
qualities with others. You will be fair to others. You will stand in truth. You will be just. You will use
what is given to you in righteousness, in fairness, in goodness and in Light.

Guardian Angeles of Emerald Green Light of Truth, Hope, Health & Abundance: This is
why today I want to issue a new dispensation. You will see as I speak with you that new Angelic Forces
are assembling around you. If you scan going around the circle from where you stand looking west, north,
east and back to where you stand you’ll notice that groupings of angelic beings have arrived. Directly
west I want you to see these humongous angelic beings that are illuminating the Emerald Green Light
which stands for Truth, Hope, Prosperity, Abundance, Health, Healing and Life Force in Nature. It
stands for natural organic material abundance held within the energies of truth and hope.
It’s very important to understand the concept that truth and hope are embedded, enmeshed, encrypted into
natural organic life Force. When unnatural synthetic Forces are added, that’s when goodness, hope and
truth start to fade and the Emerald Green Light begins to get dull and dim. That applies across the board.
It applies to the waters of the ocean. When the algae is beautiful and green you see it growing, you see
health, you see fish. When the algae becomes putrid the water gets murky. It happens in the forests and
woods. The trees have big wide trunks. The leaves are beautiful and green ranging from a baby green to a
deep dark life-filled green. The moss is growing everywhere. That green of nature is everywhere.
Abundance is flowing. Birds are singing. Animals are nesting finding ways to live and co-exist
harmoniously. Then you look at a forest that has had a blight. The tree bark is peeling away. The moss
has dried up. The dried up leaves have a putrid smell. The tree trunks are dying. The leaves have aphids
and pests all over them. The Life Force is diminished in the forest. The animals are unhappy and
unhealthy. Truth and hope has been retrieved from the forest.
This applies to civilizations and countries and nations, villages and hamlets and even families. When a
family prospers members of the family are happy, parents are loving and nurturing toward their children,
the Life Force is moving, abundance is abundant, food and shelter and basic needs are fully provided for.
Then there is the chance to have quality time together, live in peace and harmony, have fun, play games
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and celebrate life. When truth and hope are removed from a family, fear takes its place. The parents take 2
and 3 jobs and come home unhappy and tired. There’s no time for celebration, togetherness. The children
become unhealthy. They don’t receive love and nurturance. The light of hope and truth leaves the house,
the family and the family breaks down.
I call to you these Angelic Forces that are gathering in your name. These are the Angelic Forces for
prosperity, abundance, truth, hope, health and healing. All of these qualities go together. Truth and hope
are needed for prosperity and abundance. The Emerald Green Light that shines from the bodies of these
Angelic Forces is the sign, the symbol that Life Force is moving without blockage, without dimness,
without obstacles, vibrant and refreshed, renewed and plentiful.
I want you to invite these beings and see a circle of these angels. Some of you will need a circle of more
than a hundred because it will be your job to dispense the energies of prosperity and abundance, truth and
hope, healing and wholeness, natural wealth and abundance to others – to other souls, to the
consciousness of the Five Elements, to the consciousness of Earth, to the consciousness of all species and
to anchor it through your body and your personal grid into the body and personal grid of others and Earth.
This is why some of you will have hordes of these angelic hosts coming to circle around you. Others of
you will have others tasks so a smaller circle will form around you.
There will be 4 groupings of angels, this is the first one. The dispensation that I have brought to you
covers 4 groupings. The most important one is this one. It doesn’t mean that the others are not important.
It means that for as long as there is this Green Life Force moving through individuals, families, countries,
continents, planets, galaxies, all is well. It is the basic foundational factor therefore, in my opinion, the
most important.
Let the circle form around you. You don’t have to see how many angels deep the circle is. It could be 10
or 20 circles within circles within circles above you, around you. Let them beam this Emerald Green
Light. Receive them and remember that you are encased inside of the body of your own Guardian Angel
and there is a heart to heart connection between you, your Guardian Angel and your Cosmic Guardian
Angel. It’s a double bridge between you and your personal Guardian Angel and between your personal
Guardian Angel and your Cosmic Guardian Angel. You are at the crossing point of receiving the energies
from your personal Guardian Angel as well as your Cosmic Guardian Angel.
These guardians of truth and hope, prosperity and abundance, health and wholeness, and natural organic
Emerald Green Light provide the Life Force to all living substance. They form circles within circles
within circles and begin to emanate their Emerald Green Light. Breathe and bathe.
I want you to summon these Angelic Force whenever you feel down, whenever you feel you need to call
upon their help, not just for yourself but for countries and continents in need. When there is flooding in
Australia, when there is rioting in Middle East, when there is volcanic eruptions in Iceland, when there is
earthquake in Haiti, when there is a cyclone, a hurricane, a blight, wildfires, wherever they may be it is
these angelic beings who need to be called upon. Breathe and bathe.

Guardian Angels of Golden Pink Light of Spiritual Principles: Now I want you to bring your
attention to the opposite to where these angelic beings are standing. I want you to look at an assembly of
Guardian Angels who are emanating Golden Pink Light. It is more Pink than it is Gold but we need the
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Gold for penetration and transmutation. So it is a deep almost Fuchsia-colored Pink immersed in Gold.
These Angelic Force are here to bring the Spiritual Principles. The Spiritual Principles that they bring
have to do with the return of Sanat Kumara and return of Earth to the purity of the original intent. It puts
Earth back to the plan, the Divine Mission that has been hindered since 18 ½ thousand years ago. It has
been hindered not just once in the 18 ½ thousand years but three times. Therefore, each time it has gone
further down before it even made it back.
Why theses Guardians are so important at this time: Eighteen and a half thousand years ago there was
a dispensation by the Karmic Board to bring in a race of beings because Earth was doing so well. These
were 4th Dimensional beings and the thought was Earth was doing so well, she’s so ahead of her own
plan, she’s so ahead of every member of her planetary family what could be the worst thing that could
happen? It will be hindered for a few decades, for a few hundred years and before you know it, she would
recover. Earth will have to wait have to wait for everybody else in her own family group to be ready
anyway so it won’t be that much of a hindrance.
Well, it ended up being a nosedive. That nosedive led to yet another nosedive when 12,000 years ago the
Martians blew the 3rd Dimensional realm of their planet and there were all these disembodied energies
that were spread into the atmosphere. Because Mars is a neighboring planet many of these disembodied
energies – anger, fear, betrayal, abandonment – started spreading from Mars to Earth. Human beings who
were only just beginning to recover from the onslaught that had happened 6 ½ thousand years before took
yet another nosedive.
That brought us to approximately 7,000-8,000 years ago when the story that was told to you about the
Watchers took place. Completely out of the hands of those physically embodied human beings. They
were living their lives as best they could in purity and innocence and these guardians who were appointed
to watch over them decided this was too good to miss. It wasn’t in the beginning when the nosedive
happened but it was a result of the coupling of angels and human beings was not approved of by the
Karmic Board. The substance of the energy that emanated from that communion etched a different groove
in the substance of Earth than was originally planned by the Divine Order. The Divine Order of things
had a different plan.
There are committees in charge of the application of Divine Order; Councils of Light whose job is to
apply Divine Order. Those councils believed that Divine Order can best be accomplished with the help of
Guardian Angels from higher realms but not Guardian Angels deciding to drop their task at hand and act
as human beings themselves. The moment that they had communion with human beings they lost their
skills and memories of the higher realms and their abilities with various levels of magic and alchemy.
That alchemy and magic became polluted and, as a result, polluted the atmosphere of Earth and the
consciousness of all souls.
What we are about to do now, as we are issuing dispensations for newly appointed Angelic Force to
take their position of guardianship of each of you, is to clear and cleanse the atmosphere of Earth
from all those grooves and etchings that caused the dimness. This is why these newly appointed
Angelic Force are so important. You might say, knowing what you tell me Mother, how do I know these
ones are not going to betray me? My answer is, I haven’t wasted my time taking the physical embodiment
to be here to let that happen. That is the exact reason why I have decided to take a physical embodiment
and bring myself so close to you so that you are allowed to be brought to the levels and Dimensions never
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available to you. The Throne of Divine Mother, the Pool of Creation has never been available even 18 ½
thousand years ago when humankind was holding a very high, lofty position as great beings of Light.
Why was it not available to them, because that’s the norm. The norm is if you are a 5th Dimensional
Being, you have the opportunity to go all the way to 9th to 11th to 13th Dimension. Certain members can go
to the core of the galaxy. But you can’t suddenly go off into the core of Divine Mother’s own Realms.
The reason why these dispensations are issued to you and you alone is because we need to clear this triple
event of falling and scraping and getting deeper into the dross which have been events that humankind did
not play a role in bringing on, even though there is always an agreement - otherwise nothing can be done
if there isn’t an agreement - especially in this realm where there is free will. But there is a difference
between an agreement whereby the Karmic Board makes an agreement and issues a dispensation on your
behalf, and the agreement that you made in the first place to remove yourselves from the Realms of Light
to come to roaming this 3rd Dimension of Reality.
Many of you have been incarnating on Earth because you want to rescue your brothers and sisters in Light
who are still stuck and as yet unawakened, and to bring them back to the realms of Light. To do that we
have to clean up the energy bodies of Earth. We have to call upon these Angelic Force who are specially
dispensed to stand in you service, to be the will of God, to accomplish the Divine Order, and to give you
the zest and fervor, the power and might for you to make a difference, to make an impact, to etch a new
groove set in Gold, a groove that changes the destiny of humankind; a groove that picks everybody up
from the bottom of the pit and raises them up to the higher vibrational frequencies.
Now call upon these Angelic Force who are emanating Fuchsia Pink and Golden Light and watch to
see how many of them gather around you. Those of you who have a contract with Sanat Kumara, with
the higher realms, with members of your own soul lineage to be in charge of the return of Divine Order
will see a much larger congregation of Angelic Force emanating Fuchsia Pink and Gold. And make room
for the ones that have been emanating Green Light to make circles within circles around you. So now you
have circles within circles of Angelic Forces of Divine Order emanating Fuchsia Pink and Gold Light
encased inside circles within circles of Angelic Force of Truth, Hope, Prosperity, Abundance, Healing
and Wholeness.

Guardian Angels of Copper Gold Light of the Seed of Purity and Innocence of the
Feminine Creative Force: While both of these circles are emanating their respective Light, I want you
to look directly in front of you where I stand. Notice behind me a set of angels that are emanating GoldenCopper Light. These are specially dispensed Angelic Force whose job it is to be the embodiment of
Divine Mother’s Divine Mission. Holding the Seed of the Purity and Innocence of the Feminine
Creative Force in their bosoms and bringing that Seed to Earth to plant through the Five Elements with
you as the conduit.
Again, notice if there is a large number of them come to gather around you. The Green and the Fuchsia
Pink Angelic Forces will make room for them to now stand in the center with you. If there are a large
number of them gathering around you then you have a contract with Divine Mother to bring the Seed of
Purity and Innocence back to Earth. This is a Copper-Gold Light and you can see that these angels have in
their cupped hands a Golden Seed. From the golden Seed Copper-Gold Light is emanating. The larger the
numbers that gather around you, the greater is your power to accomplish the anchoring of the Pure and
Innocent Creative Force of Mother Light, of Daughter Light, of Feminine Light.
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The Feminine Force and the 26,000 year cycle: We talk about it as the Pure and Innocent Seed of the
Feminine Child. It doesn’t mean that that Seed has to be planted and born as a female. It means that the
return of the pure and innocent Feminine Seed is now being made possible through you on Earth. It’s
something that needs to happen every 26,000 years. We are at that point in the cycle of Earth, galaxies
and the universe where we are at that planting phase. The Seed would be fully grown and matured in the
thousands of years to come. In 13,000 years or thereabouts, shorter or longer depending on the wobble of
the Earth, it will be in full Force.
So, this is the very beginning of at 13,000 year cycle. For 13,000 years we build the Seed of the feminine
child and we raise it to its height. Then for the next 13,000 years we begin to bring that Seed into bodies
of matter. The further you go away from the heart of Mother the more difficult it is to remember that it is
Mother energy that is the Source of Light. The more deeply you immerse yourself in bodies of matter the
more connected you become to a Male God-Force. The easier it is to worship God in a Male body. Again,
the cycle returns after 13,000 years and comes to a point where you realize the Male aspect is too
materially connected and that a return to Spirit is needed for the balancing of the energies. That is when
the Mother Divine, the creative feminine Force, starts to begin to take root.
You are called to be the Keepers of the Seed. You are called to plant the Seed that will grow and
germinate for the next 13,000 years. There is no job more special and auspicious than to be the Guardian
of the Seed and to impact the events that will continue to unfold for the next 13,000 years. There is
nothing more special at this juncture of Earth’s history. Even the return of Sanat Kumara is because he
has such bright vibration of Light that he alone will be able to clear the path with his Light from all the
darkness for the return of truth, for the return of hope, for the return of health and wholeness that will
enable the Divine Order to return. That Divine Order will pave the path for the Seed of Purity and
Innocence to fully germinate.

Guardian Angels of Purple-Blue-Violet Light of Divine Order: Now see these three tiers of
Angelic Beings swarming around you and beaming their Light. Directly behind you, you will see the
emanation of a set of angelic beings who are fully illumined with a deep Purple Light, a very deep Purple
Light. These are the beings whose job it is to take the Divine Order and to apply it to organize the
pathway, to transmute the obstacles, to guard against any onslaught of negativity and lower vibrational
frequencies. These are the beings that will seal the deal if you like. On one hand they will have to clear
the pathway for the return of purity and innocence. On the other hand, they have to take the Divine Order
and bring organization to Earth for the blossoming and blooming of the Divine Order. Their job is to
penetrate energetically into all the other categories of beings: protect the Divine Order; ensure the
germination of purity and innocence; heighten, enhance and increase the chance of truth and hope,
wholeness and health, prosperity and abundance; and guard against all negativity.
These Angelic Force will make circles upon circles on the outside and a few of them will make a small
circle directly around you. So at the very inner core they shine like pomegranate Seeds, a very deep dark
Bluish-Purplish-Maroon-Magenta. It’s so deep and dark that you have to really look hard to see what
color it is. If you look at it in one light it looks like a Maroon-Magenta Light. If you look at it in another
light it’s a Purple-Bluish Light. It ranges from the deep dark Purple-Blue to a deep dark Maroon-Red.
The ones that are circling closer to you are like pomegranate Seeds, a deep dark Maroon-Red. The ones
that are in the outer circle are a deep dark Bluish-Purple. Their job is the protection of Divine Order,
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transmutation of dross, guardianship of all other intentions, guardianship and protection of all other
Angelic Force and the qualities that they bring.

Your Personal Guardian Angel: Now imagine that you are looking at this scene from above. You are
seeing yourself encased inside your own Angelic Force, your own personal Guardian Angel. Encased,
touching shoulder to shoulder around you the inner petals of this huge flower are shining like starbursts of
pomegranate Seed colored Angelic Force whose job it is to protect you, protect your Guardian Angel,
connect the bridging between you and your personal Guardian Angel, and between your personal
Guardian Angel and your Cosmic Guardian Angel, ensuring the dispensations that Divine Mother gives
are fully anchored through you on Earth.
The next layer of the beings is around this layer and they are Copper-Gold illumined Light. This is the
purity and innocence installed by Divine Mother to take roots and to bring the return of the feminine
Mother Force. The next few layers that make the petals around that are a deep Fuchsia Pink Golden Light.
The return of Divine Order, as intended by Sanat Kumara and his entourage. Then there are many, many
layers of angelic beings who are illuminated with Emerald Green Light to bring the return of purity as
hope, purity as truth, purity as prosperity, purity as abundance, purity as health, purity as wholeness. Pure
Truth, Pure Hope, Pure Wholeness and Health, Pure Essence of Prosperity and Abundance.
The Pure Essence of Prosperity and Abundance receives it and shares it, does not hoard it. The Pure
Essence of Hope and Truth shares that truth and hope and it’s contagious, brings hopefulness and joy to
the hearts of everyone it touches. The Pure Essence of Health and Wholeness makes every heart happy,
every mouth smile, every Life Forcefully vibrant, brimming inside everybody.
The last layer of the Angelic Force illuminate with Purple-Blue-Violet Light. Their job is to transmute
negativity, organize the life forms and the Life Force for the return of Purity, for the return of Divine
Order, for the return of Health and Wholeness, Hope and Truth, Prosperity and Abundance. These four
categories of beings are my gifts to you.

The Role of these Guardian Angels: When you feel your body needs refreshing and rejuvenating
call upon the Emerald Green Beings. When you have legal matters, business matters, events and
circumstances that require Divine Order, Truth and Hope bring in the Emerald Green Angels and the
Angels of Purple-Fuchsia Gold. When you need Divine Mother’s help, when you need purity and
innocence, when you need to go into pure emotions, when you’re angry, when you’re annoyed, when
you’re insecure that’s the time to bring the Copper-Gold Angels in. When you feel rejected and
abandoned, when your heart is broken, when you remember memories that are unpleasant, when you are
watching a scene of civil war or revolution, that’s when you want to bring in Divine Mother’s own
Angelic Force who illuminate your path with Copper-Gold and will bring the return of Purity and
Innocence.
The Seed of every thought, every idea, every concept, everything new, everything noble, is in the hearts
and hands of these Angelic Beings. That’s why when they came into your circle they came holding Seeds
in their hands. These are the only ones who brought you Seeds. The pure essence in the form of Seed –
every design, every idea, every concept - can be called upon from the heart of Divine Mother through
these Angelic Force.
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When you want to build, when you want to create, when you want to invent, that is when to call upon
these Angelic Force. When you need to remove darkness, when you need to transmute dross, when you
need to clear your energy field, when you need to bring sanity, when you need to release frenetic energy,
agitation, that’s when you need to call upon the Angelic Force of the Violet Light. If it is for yourself,
your body, your own energy focus on the deeper Maroon color. If it is to be all encompassing, reaching to
multitudes and masses it is best contained within the deep dark Purple-Blue.
What is the significance of going to one end of the spectrum as opposed to another? That deep dark
Maroon color is the feminine aspect that holds the higher spiritual values. That’s why I say, for
yourselves; because you are the embodiment of the higher spiritual values, use that. When you are dealing
with a revolt, a revolution, a civil war, a bombing, a volcano, a cyclone, a hurricane, an earthquake, then
you want that Male aspect, that deep dark Blue, that is more focused in transmutation.
In essence I have given you five categories of beings because there is a spiritual aspect, a sublime aspect,
and a mundane aspect to the Purple Angelic Force. But in their source they do the same thing, they work
two ends of the same spectrum. The spectrum is to bring organization and transmutation. Transmute the
dross and organize for the return of Divine Order. The Blue-Purple aspect deals with tangible material
forms and events and circumstances that are man-made or natural disasters. The Maroon-Red aspect deals
with spiritual Force, the work of anchoring the energies. Because you are spirited beings who are fully
away and conscious of your spiritual contract it will be enhancing and rejuvenating for you to work with
that Maroon-Magenta aspect, that Plum-colored Ray of Rejuvenation which I have given over and over
again. The fastest way to rejuvenate yourself is to call upon the Plum Ray of Rejuvenation.
Take a deep breath and feel the energy of these four categories of beings. Feel the heat beat of your
Cosmic Guardian Angel. There is nothing you can’t ask this Cosmic being and there’s nothing it can't do
for you. If you add up everything that every angelic being that you can ever think of can do for you and
multiply it by 100 it’s still not the full extent of what these Cosmic Beings can do for you. This is an
unprecedented event that you would be given greatly illumined beings that come from the heart core of
the Pool of Creation. It doesn’t get purer, more innocent or powerful than that.
The power of Creation is held inside the Pool of Creation. From the Pool of Creation comes the most
pure, the most vibrant, the most life-filled Force. This is where your own Cosmic Guardian Angel of
Love and Protection (comes from). Those are the specific qualities, the range of duties, to fill you with
Love and to protect you from all manners of things you may not even be aware of. In the company of
your own personal Guardian Angel, Guardian Angels of Hope, Truth, Healing, Wholeness, Prosperity,
Abundance, Guardian Angels of Divine Order, Guardian Angels of Purity and Innocence, Guardian
Angels of Transmutation and Organization.
I hold you in my own heart and I will tell you that the events of these past three sessions have put you and
Earth on a completely difference path. Everything that I had planned for you to accomplish in the course
of these three sessions has been accomplished and ten times more. Your energy fields have been cleared
and cleansed. Much has been transmuted for each of you. Protection has been set at cell structure. You
will not be picking up dross. You are much more powerful now than you were before your started this
course. The protection has now been built into a grid around your cell structure. There’s no chance of
leaking energy. That alone would make you feel better.
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The amount of energy that has been anchored through you will allow a wave of clearing without
contradictions, without conflict. A gentle wave of clearing that will move from east to west, from west to
east, from north to south, from south to north clearing this entire globe. And for that I stand in gratitude.
My work is well accomplished because of every one of you, because of everything that you have agreed
to do above and beyond my expectation and certainly above yours because you didn’t even know what to
expect. I say to you, may your reward be multiplied a thousand fold and may you receive in goodness and
love from eternity to eternity.
I hold you in my own heart with love and gratitude. I thank you again and again and again.
I am your very own Divine Mother.
So it is, it is done, amen.
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